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THEY WANT DICK DIXX
EXT. WOODS - NIGHT
WIDE - a stand of woods beside a road. WIND in the
trees. FULL MOON. FOG cascades in and cloaks the
woods in dread.
ANGLE ON - A PARKED CAR in the trees.
CUT TO:

INT. CAR - NIGHT

TWO TEENS steam the windows. LISA, eighteen; a
cheerleader in uniform, breaks free of the wrestling and sits up after she hears a LOUD NOISE
outside.
LISA
What’s that?! Hear that, Todd?
Lisa lowers the radio as her handsome jock boyfriend, TODD, eighteen; in a letter-man’s jacket
and blue jeans; sits up:
TODD
A psycho with a hook for a hand?
Not funny!

LISA

TODD
It was nothing. Just the wind.
LISA
No. There’s something out there!
Let’s get out of here! It’s creepy!
Todd tries to resume making out. Lisa blocks him.
TODD
Come on, baby!
LISA
I want to go home. Now!
TODD
Don’t be such a baby, baby.
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LISA
That sound like nothing?
Todd pulls a CROWBAR out from underneath the seat.
TODD
WHAT THE!... Heads are gonna roll!
Todd opens the door, leaps out. Lisa locks the
door.
CUT TO:
EXT. WOODS - NIGHT
TODD nervously scans the area: nothing but wind
and shadows.
TODD
Hey, you! Come here!
Todd sticks close to the car as he moves to the
trunk and spots the damage: DEEP INDENTIONS in the
trunk lid.
ANGLE ON - A MAN, SERVANT, a man in a black hooded
robe who appears out of the fog, leaps onto the
hood, runs up the windshield and stops on the roof
to stare at Todd.
TODD (CONT’D)
GET OFF MY CAR, PUNK!
SERVANT
I serve the leader. I am here
to reap and collect.
TODD
I’m gonna serve you the crowbar.
SERVANT
No. Thine reaping is upon thee.
Todd advances and as he winds up to swing the
crowbar:
SERVANT - REVEALS A HOOK-HAND; wicked, sharp.
Servant LEAPS and HOOKS TODD’S NECK. Carotid artery. Todd stops in his tracks as BLOOD shoots
from the wound like a hydrant on wide open.
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SERVANT (CONT’D)
You sprung a leak.
TODD - as he futilely tries to stop the blood.
TODD
But I'm the quarterback.
SERVANT
Omaha! Hut-one, hut-two, DEAD!
Why?

TODD

SERVANT
Leader requires a virgin. Her.
CLOSE ON TODD - gurgles, sinks to his knees, dies.
BACK

TO:
INT. CAR - NIGHT

Lisa scrambles into the driver's seat, reaches for
the ignition, but Todd has the keys. She turns on
HEADLIGHTS.
Todd?

LISA

SERVANT unlocks the door with THE REMOTE, opens it
and drags LISA out.
CLOSE ON LISA - as Servant drops her to the
ground; she thuds hard and bounces. He grabs her.
LISA SCREAMS.
LISA
NO! HELP! TODD!
SERVANT
Todd is out of the game, Lisa.
He got the hook.
SERVANT - holds up his hook; a piece of Todd
hangs. Lisa SCREAMS. As Servant drags Lisa away
into the dark woods:
CUT TO:

